General Coach has developed the **best all season product available today**. The exclusive POLAR Pak Features are a combination of Canadian residential components and proven all season residential construction techniques. Our full wood frame Vacuum laminated walls are 2" thick, residential style truss roof and framed floor with 5/8" plywood will not sweat or conduct heat and cold like non-insulated aluminum tube constructed units.

Western Canadian Made "Dayliter" skylights are the best residential skylight available today. Only "Dayliter" skylights control interior moisture build up by catching the moisture in a drip rail and weeping the moisture to the exterior not back into the unit or into the roof cavity. Integral venting allows air to flow between the dual aircraft acrylic panes to prevent frost or moisture forming. Only "Dayliter" provides a **lifetime warranty against leakage**!

The exclusive "Attic" ventilation system allows fresh air to be circulated through the ceiling cavity to reduce heat in the summer and condensation in the winter. The system consists of a fresh air intake at the rear of the unit and a 12 volt marine extraction fan on the roof above the bedroom.

"Excalibur XT" Two Stage furnaces conserve fuel and reduce noise for quieter nights. Once the furnace quickly reaches the desired temperature the furnace automatically switches to low BTU and low fan to maintain the set temperature. The Models 32.5TKS and larger have 2 separate furnace systems (68,000 BTU total) for the best control of temperature through out the unit.

All models have the "Fantastic" Rain Sensor vent fans in the living area. The rain sensor is controlled from a wall thermostat that can be set according to temperature and humidity. Larger models also have a "Fantastic" vent fan above the vanity to control the bathroom humidity.

Please ask your sales person to go over the numerous other unique features not found on the competition!

Western Canadian Made "Dayliter" skylights are the best residential skylight available today. Only "Dayliter" skylights control interior moisture build up by catching the moisture in a drip rail and weeping the moisture to the exterior not back into the unit or into the roof cavity. Integral venting allows air to flow between the dual aircraft acrylic panes to prevent frost or moisture forming. Only "Dayliter" provides a **lifetime warranty against leakage**!

Holding Tanks are enclosed within a welded steel compartment suspended and completely insulated and heated with a direct duct from the furnace. Most models have the dump valve handles located above in a heated storage compartment, easy access and protected from road hazards. Compartment doors have 1" of High Density Foam Insulation. The "Atwood XT" gas/electric water heater provides 16 gallons of hot water from a 10 gallon tank! Fiberglass fender skirts (not tin or plastic) ensure durability for Western Canadian climate and road conditions.

**Do not settle for less!**

Six Year Limited Structural Warranty